
  

growing without pests, and without pesticides

Learning to cooperate with nature



  

This pattern continued until the last hundred years or so.

The minerals taken up from the soil returned to it 

in the same neighborhood.

Long before agriculture

plants and animals grew, 

thrived, lived and died

right where they began



  

a potato

● with help from its ecosystem
● refines and stores potassium, iron, phosphorus, 

magnesium, calcium, zinc, copper, many more 
minerals we know and likely some we don't

● when we take that potato away, with it goes that 
storehouse of minerals.

● same story for broccoli, beef or begonias
● the minerals are taken away from the soil



  

air
● 78% nitrogen
● 21% oxygen
● 1% argon
● 0.04% carbon dioxide
● smaller amounts of other gases

Ma Nature has figured out 
how to get all of these into the soil

BUT, the heavy stuff is truly gone



  

early refined-additive agriculture discovered that 
supplimental nitrogen pumped plans up

later they found phosphorus helpful too

then along came potassium,

followed by calcium, magnesium and sulfur.

Recently soil chemists have discovered advantages
of added boron, iron, molybdenum and zinc.

Notice - these are nearly all heavy elements
not commonly found in the air
nor coming back to the land of its own accord



  

rather egotistical to think they know  all,   today

the refined elements are known toxins - balance is tricky

plants have no lobby, union or advocates of their own

"We need gold, silver, antimony, cuprite, malachite, 
stibnite, halite and so much more. You ignorant, 
pompous, foolish humans. How do you expect us to 
resist pests when we don't have the minerals we need to 
make ourselves complete - the materials we use to 
fabricate our shields?"



  

Ah, but the scientists have 
an answer for that, too. 

We'll prop them up on 
life-support systems and 

cover their earth in 
chemicals to kill off anything 
that attacks our staggering, 

malnourished plants.

Do you really want to eat 
that stuff?



  

95% are OK with chemical ag., 
but I followed another path

conventional ag classes
Bob Cannard
cover crops

remineralization
Soil Food Corporation

marketing by free samples
(just like I want you to do with THIS)

Luana's apple orchard
aphid-covered broccoli
Pleasant Hill Cemetary

grapes, roses, berries ...
UC field trial



  

● earthworms in my rock 
powder pile

● sources of rock powder
● remineralization
● for the curious: the end of the 

Soil Food Corporation



  



  



  



  

number of organisms in each gram of soil
a paper clip weighs about one gram

  

 

 

Bacteria  3,000,000 to 500,000,000

Actinnomycetes 1,000,000 to 20,000,000

Fungi 5,000 to 1,000,000

Yeast 1,000 to 1,000,000

Protozoa 1,000 to 500,000

Algae 1,000 to 500,000

Nematodes 10 to 5,000



  

Don't treat your soil like dirt

● your soil IS your bank account
● properly tend your soil and the plants will 

take care of themselves
● from parking lot to garden
● cover crops
● mulch
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